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��������: Query languages for XML such as XPath or XQuery support Boolean re-
trieval where a query result is a (possibly restructured) subset of XML elements or 
entire documents that satisfy the search conditions of the query. Web search engines, 
on the other hand, are based on the ranked retrieval paradigm, but do not consider 
the additional information and rich annotations provided by the structure of XML 
documents and their element names. Furthermore, web search engines have very lit-
tle “semantic” data and are thus unable to cope with ambiguous search terms. Onto-
logical knowledge and appropriate index structures are necessary for semantic simi-
larity search on XML data extracted from the web. In this paper we present a power-
ful ontology index which supports domain-specific semantic similarity search with a 
new measure for expressing the relevance of query results. 
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XML is becoming the standard for integrating and exchanging data over the Internet and 
within intranets, covering the complete spectrum from largely unstructured, ad hoc 
documents to highly structured, schematic data. For searching information in open envi-
ronments such as the Web or intranets of large corporations, ranked retrieval is required: 
a query result is a rank list of XML elements in descending order of relevance. 
If you are looking for information about the composition of a chip you will get many 
relevant documents. But this is a mix of information about games (e.g. poker), hardware 
(e.g. microchip), animals (e.g. cow chip), food (e.g. potato chip) and further domains. 
The ambiguity of words and the need for a semantically meaningful interpretation of 
data call for ontology-based domain-oriented semantic similarity search and an appropri-
ate ontology index. 

��
���������  An �����������	
���
 is a specification of representational vocabulary of 
words/�	�
 including ��	��������	������
���
 and �

�������	�	������
���
 between 
these words. It is used for indexing and investigation as well as for support knowledge 
sharing and reuse [Gru93, Gua98]. 

Consider the word “chip”. For this term we know several related terms: 
       snack food     is a broader term (hypernym) of  →  chip 
       microprocessor    is a narrower term (hyponym) of →  chip 
       blue chip      is a narrower term (hyponym) of →  chip 



If we insert this information into a simple tree-based term hierarchy (see Figure 1a) as 
described in [STW01, TW02] we obtain the wrong impression that “snack food” and 
“blue chip” are related terms. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: a) Ontology tree (left side) and b) Ontology tree with categories (right side) 

So we need a method to distinguish different senses of a term. For this purpose we intro-
duce a notion of a ���	��� for more precisely specifying the meaning of a term. As a 
representative of a category for term t we use a broader term (hypernym) that comprises 
t as a narrower concept (hyponym), e.g. term: ���! – category: microchip. The upper 
bold-faced entries are ontology terms and the second entries are the corresponding cate-
gories (see also Figure 1b). To produce a ranked result for an ontology-based search we 
need a similarity assessment of a relationship between two ontology terms. 

For elaborating the idea above an obvious approach would be to use an existing thesau-
rus. For example, WordNet [WN98] is an extensive electronic lexical database. For a 
given search term WordNet is able to distinguish several senses of this term and is able 
to return related terms to the given term. Unfortunately, WordNet supports only term-
based search (no search for a given sense) without any quantification of the relationships 
between related terms. 

Our work extracts semantic information from WordNet (and possibly other ontological 
sources) for building a quantified graph-like structure as a backbone for XML similarity 
search. 
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Researchers in artificial intelligence first developed logic-based ontologies to facilitate 
knowledge sharing and reuse. In the last decade ontologies have become a popular re-
search topic and several AI research communities such as knowledge engineering, natu-
ral language processing and knowledge representation have investigated them. The in-
terest in ontologies has been revived with the recent discussion about the "Semantic 
Web" [SemWeb, MWK00, SAD+00]. In contrast to the extremely ambitious early AI 
approaches toward building universal ontologies (see, e.g., [LG90, RN95]), more recent 
proposals are aiming at domain- or user-specific ontologies and are based on more trac-
table logics (see, e.g., [Hor02, SAD+00]).  

Recent publications on formalization of ontologies cover a wide spectrum from algebraic 
approaches [BM99] and logic-based languages for modeling ontologies [DEFS99, 
BEH+02] to ontologies for conceptual data modeling and data interpretation [Gua98, 
NFM00, SM00]. Similar work has been done in the context of multi-databases [BHP94, 
PM98]. These publications do not consider quantification of relationships. Only few 
papers [KKS01, KKC94, KI90, STW01, BHP94] describe weighted ontologies. These 
approaches often define simple weights for term similarity not appropriate for query 
processing. 
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To our knowledge, the role of ontologies in searching semistructured data has not yet 
been discussed in any depth. The unique characteristic of our approach lies in the com-
bination of ontological knowledge and information retrieval techniques for domain-
oriented semantic similarity search on XML data.  
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In this paper we present a combination of ontological knowledge and information re-
trieval techniques for domain-oriented semantic similarity search on XML data. For this 
purpose we have developed an ontology which contains a category for each term to rec-
ognize domains. Furthermore, we introduce a quantification of relationships between 
ontology terms using similarity weights. For automatic ontology construction we build 
on the WordNet thesaurus. For semantic domain-oriented querying XML data we use the 
flexible XML search language called XXL. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short description of the 
flexible XML search language called XXL and the architecture of the XXL search en-
gine. Section 3 presents the modeling of the ontology index using categories and differ-
entiated relationships between ontology terms.  Section 4 outlines the application of the 
ontology index for evaluation of semantic similarity search conditions within XXL que-
ries.  
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For the flexible XML search language called XXL we have adopted several concepts 
from XML-QL, XQuery and similar languages as the core, with certain simplifications 
and resulting restrictions.  

For searching publications over chips according to the example scenario given in the 
motivation we can express such a query in our language XXL as follows: 
     SELECT  T                  // output of the XXL query 
     FROM   INDEX               // search space of the XXL query 
     WHERE  #.~publication AS P        // search condition 
       AND  P.title AS T 
       AND  P.description ~ “chip”  

We define the Where clause of a query as the logical conjunction of �����	��	

���
, 
where a path expression is a regular expression over 	�	�	��������������
 and an ele-
mentary condition refers to the name or content of a single element or attribute.  

In contrast to other XML query languages we introduce a new operator “~” to express 
semantic similarity search conditions on XML element names as well as on XML ele-
ment contents. The result of an XXL query is a subgraph of the XML data graph, where 
the nodes are annotated with local relevance probabilities called 
���������
��	 for the 
elementary search conditions given by the query. These similarity scores are combined 
into a global similarity score for expressing the relevance of the entire result graph. Full 
details of the semantics of XXL and especially the probabilistic computation of similar-
ity scores can be found in [TW00, TW02].  

This XML search language is implemented within the XXL search engine. The XXL 
search engine is a client-server application with a Java-based GUI. The server programs 



consist of 1) service components: the crawler and the query processor (both Java serv-
lets), 2) algorithmic components: parsing and indexing documents, parsing and checking 
XXL queries, and 3) data components: data structures and their methods for storing vari-
ous kinds of information like the element path index (EPI), the element content index 
(ECI), and the element-name ontology index (NOI). For storing the ECI we use Oracle.  

An XXL query is evaluated as follows [TW02]. The Where clause of an XXL query is a 
logical conjunction of n regular expressions for search conditions over XML element 
paths. The query processor (QP) decomposes the given query into n subqueries and con-
structs a graph-based representation for each subquery similar to a finite state automaton. 
The global order of evaluating the n subqueries and the local evaluation strategy (e.g., 
top-down vs. bottom-up) for each subquery are automatically chosen by the QP.  

For each subquery, simple path expressions with element names and the wildcard sym-
bol # are looked up in the EPI. For example, all occurrences of a pattern 
���������������	
������� can be retrieved from the EPI. Content conditions are evalu-
ated by the ECI, a text index on element and attribute contents. For “semantic” similarity 
conditions such as �	
�����������������the ECI yields approximate matches and a simi-
larity score based on IR-style tf*idf measures [BR99] and “semantic distances” between 
concepts in the ontology. Finally, for semantic similarity conditions on element names, 
for example, ������������, the NOI is used to expand the query in order to capture se-
mantically related element names such as������	; again, a similarity score is computed 
for result ranking. 

The ranked lists of relevant subgraphs from the index-based subquery evaluation are 
composed into a list of global graphs, each of which has assigned to it a global similarity 
score derived from the local scores by elementary probability computation. The QP fi-
nally extracts the result as specified by the Select clause and constructs an XML docu-
ment that is returned to the XXL client. 
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Recall from Definition 1 that an �������� is a specification of representational vocabu-
lary of �	�
 and contains 	������
���
 between these terms. Now we present a defini-
tion of an ontology containing terms and their categories and relationships between 
terms based on an existing thesaurus which is able to produce related terms to a given 
term. In our approach we will use WordNet as a common sense thesaurus. 
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Our approach pursues the several goals, e.g. modelling of element names and keywords 
of element contents in separate ontology indexes, improving the similarity weights for 
expressing correlations between ontology terms, construct the ontology index automati-
cally, and implementing a tool for human management of an ontology index. 
For this purpose we have developed an ontology index which supports domain-oriented 
search using categories as well as more detailed relevance ranking using several relation-
ships between two ontology terms.  

First we give a short description of the most important features of WordNet necessary 
for our following work. For a search term WordNet provides synonyms, 1-level hy-



pernyms (broader terms), 2-level hypernyms, … , hyponyms (narrower terms), mero-
nyms (part of something), holonyms (whole of something) for each meaning of the given 
term. A 2-level hypernym is more general than a 1-level hypernym, etc. 

��
��������"  A ���	������
	��������������	� (OI) is a directed, labeled graph G=(V,E) 
where V is a finite set of nodes and E is a finite set of edges. Each node n=(t,c) consists 
of an ontology �	� t and its ���	��� c.  

For the ���	��� c of an ontology term t we choose the 2-level hypernym provided by 
WordNet which best describes the meaning of t. The ontology index contains a special 
root node n=(entity,entity) where entity is called �����	�. This node has only outgoing 
edges. 

There is an edge between two nodes n1 and n2, if n1.t and n2.t are related terms (e.g. 
n1.t is a hypernym of n2.t). An edge between two nodes n1 and n2 is a tuple 
e=(n1,n2,type,weight) where type ∈ {is_synonym_of, is_hypernym_of, is_hyponym_of, 
is_holonym_of, is_meronym_of} defines the relationship between the two terms n1.t and 
n2.t and its corresponding categories n1.c and n2.c and the weight denotes the similarity 
of the ontology terms of n1 and n2 according to its categories.  

Figure 2 displays a part of such an ontology index where a node contains the bold faced 
ontology term and its category. Each edge is labeled with a relationship and a weight 
between two connected ontology terms (hyper is a shortcut for “is_hypernym_of”, etc.). 
The given weights are fictitious. It is not necessary to model the edges of type hyponym 
and meronym explicitly, because they are reverse directions of hypernym and holonym, 
respectively. The relationship “Synonym” is a symmetric, reflexive, and transitive rela-
tion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Graph-based ontology index 

The ontology index represents the relationships of terms as well as the relationships of 
categories. 

��
��������&  A ����� is a subgraph of OI which consists of nodes with the same cate-
gory. All topics are distinct subgraphs in terms of their set of nodes. Two topics are con-
nected, if there exists at least one edge between a node of the first topic and a node of the 
second topic. Each category of a child of the root=(entity,entity) of the OI is a root (���
��������	) of a subgraph called ������. 

According to Definition 2 each edge is also denoted with a �	���� to express the similar-
ity of the two corresponding nodes. For a given path p we define the similarity between 
the start node and the end node using all weights of the corresponding edges and their 
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distance to the start node. To obtain a fair result we consider the forward path and the 
backward path of the given path p as defined in Definition 4. 

��
��������,  The 
�������� 
����i��j  between two terms of two ontology nodes vi and vj 
connected by a path pij=<vi …vj> is computed as follows. 
Let pij=<n0…nk> where vi=n1 and vj=nk the forward path and pji=<nk…n0> the backward 
path of p between nodes vi and vj. Let length(p)=|pij|=|pji|=k. 
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For example, let v.t=”electronic equipment” be a given search term and w.t=”microchip” 
a similar term as shown in Figure 2. The similarity score sim(v,w) = ((1⋅0.94 + 1/2⋅1.0) + 
(1⋅1.0 + 1/2⋅0.94)) / (2⋅2) = 0.73. 

The rationale for this formula is that the length of a path has direct influence on the simi-
larity score. That means, the similarity score for a short path will be better than for a 
longer one. We need an appropriate algorithm for computing shortest path with best 
similarity. 
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For building an ontology index from scratch we start with a top down method (speciali-
zation) according to the given top term “entity”. For the subsequent insertion of nodes 
and for the corresponding update process we use a hybrid method. That means, we de-
termine a set of related terms to a given term and uses specialization method (top down) 
as well as generalization method (bottom-up) for insertion all nodes. 

The following algorithm consists of seven main steps. At the beginning we have an on-
tology index with one node n=(entity,entity) for the top term “entity”. For illustration 
consider the given term “chip” and the ontology index as shown in Figure 2. 

!�	��"#�$������������	��%������&'(������	�����������
�������
������	����
During parsing of an XML document an appropriate term (noun) will be extracted. Each 
element name and each important keyword of an element content (e.g., each noun) is an 
appropriate term for insertion into the OI. For extracting keywords from element content 
we are using stopword elimination and statistical information about term frequencies. 
!�	��)#�*����������	���	
�����	���	���	�
������	��	�����	�����
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���
���+	�,��-	���
For the term “chip” we obtain several meanings. For each meaning we obtain following 
categories according to the 2-level hypernyms provided by WordNet for the given term 
according to each sense: 
  i)  fecal matter    ii) dish      iii) game equipment     iv) equipment 
This way we have four ��
��� ���	
, e.g n1=(chip, fecal matter). Now we are able to 
compute 	���	�����	
 for each basic node using WordNet. In our example we obtain a 
set of related terms for the given term “chip”, e.g.: 
         i) fecal matter       ii) dish       iii) game equipment iv) equipment 
synonyms:    cow chip,…     potato chip,…   poker chip,…     microchip,… 
hypernyms:    dung,…       snack food,...    counter,...      elect. equip.,... 
… 
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For a given term and one of its related terms we use a standard web search engine to get 
a weight for the similarity of these two terms. For example for the two terms “chip” and 
“microprocessor” of the basic node n4=(chip,equipment) and the related node 
m=(microprocessor,equipment) we obtain the following occurrences using Google: 
  basic node n4:            +chip +equipment            N1=923.000 
  related node m:            +microprocessor +equipment       N2=203.00 
  corelation of the nodes n4 and m:   +chip +microprocessor +equipment   N3=71.100 
The weight is computed by N3/(N1+N2–N3)=0.067. Because of very small values we 
normalize against the up to this point largest value as 98%. 
!�	��3#�4�
	������
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��������	�������������	��
Let n=(t,c) the node to be inserted by a method ��
	��� .  We create a new node n, if n 
does not exist and the following case fails. If there exists a node k=(t,c1) with a category 
c1 different to the given category c, then we have to adjust the relationship between c 
and c1. If c (c1) is a broader term of c1 (c) we define c (c1) as the new category of node 
k.  
In our example we try to insert the following basic nodes n1, n2, n3, n4 and their corre-
sponding related nodes m containing related terms as computed in step 2: 
  n1=(chip,fecal matter)     m=(cow chip,fecal matter)   with r=m is synonym of n1 
                 m=(dung,fecal matter)     with r=m is hypernym of n1 
  … 
!�	��5#�/	��	�	��	
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Let n’=insert(n) the basic node after insertion of basic node n into the ontology index. 
The following cases describe the creation of a new edge for each type of relationship 
defined in definition 1. 
For all m with r=synonym or r=hypernym or r=holonym (e.g. m is synonym of n’ (n), 
etc.) we have to create a new edge of the given type. Let m’ the related node after inser-
tion of related node m into ontology index, then E = E + {e=(n’,m’,is_[r]_of,1.0)}. 
For all m with r=hyponym or r=meronym (e.g. m is hyponym of n’ (n), etc.) we have to 
create a new edge of the inverse relationship r’=hypernym or r’=holonym (e.g. n’(n) is 
hypernym of m, etc) according to the given relationship. Let m' the related node after 
insertion of related node m into ontology index, then 
E=E+{e=(n',m',is_[r’]_of,sim(n',m')} 
!�	��6#�2�7�
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Let x a basic node, y a corresponding related node and e a new edge between x and y. 
Let z a parent node (child node) of x and y where z – x and z – y have the same relation-
ship type.  
First, we assume x is a synonym of y and z is a hypernym (holonym, hyponym, mero-
nym) of x and y. Then we define sim(x,z) = sim(y,z) = max{sim(x,z), sim(y,z)}. 
Second, we assume x is a hypernym of y. If z is a hypernym (holonym) of x and y, then 
we define sim(z,y) = sim(z,x)*sim(x,y). If z is a hyponym (meronym) of x and y, then 
we define sim(x,z) = sim(x,y)*sim(y,z). 
The cases “x is a holonym (hyponym, meronym) of y” are defined analogously. 
!�	��8#�/���	��������
If step 5 creates no new edge between an existing node and a new node then it is neces-
sary to create a hypernym-edge from the root node to one of the basic nodes and its do- 



main node.  

This algorithm based on a WordNet-style ontology as source gives two main guarantees. 
(1) There are no isolated nodes (strong connectivity of the graph). (2) A long path be-
tween two nodes v and w can not be more relevant than a short path between v and w.  
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In the XXL Search Engine we are using two ontology indexes, one over names of XML 
elements and XML attributes called NOI (element name ontology index) and a second 
over keywords extracted from the contents of XML elements called COI (content ontol-
ogy index). In addition, there are an element path index (EPI) for evaluating path expres-
sions and an element content index (ECI) for evaluating element content conditions. 

To find similar terms for a given search term within an ontology index, we proceed two 
steps. First, we are looking for the node k containing the search term. This takes time 
O(log n) where n is the number of nodes. Second, we traverse the ontology index start-
ing at the node k in a breadth-first manner. A term of a node w is similar to the given 
term of node k, if there is a path between w and k which either contains only edges of 
types hypernym and synonym or contains only edges of types hyponym and synonym. 
Crossing the root node is not allowed, because this would change the domain. The sec-
ond step takes time O(n). 

The worst-case runtime for this algorithm is O(n log n). The search for related terms 
using the ontology index can be restricted by the number of edges followed in one 
breadth-first search process or by a threshold for the similarity score of the related terms 
found in the ontology.  

A relevance computation for a query result is described in detail in [TW02]. In this sec-
tion we only present the application of the index structure to evaluate an 	�	�	�����

��������������	��	

��� and an 	�	�	�����
�������������	������������ within an XXL 
query. 
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A subquery which is interested in all documents containing an element named “chair” or 
a related element name can be expressed as  Expr1: “~chair”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Part of a NOI with the start nodes “chair” and all dashed nodes reachable in a first step 
and all dotted nodes reachable in a second step of the breadth-first search algorithm 
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Consider the graph shown in Figure 3 as part of a NOI with the corresponding relation-
ships and fictitious weights. 
In a first step we compute all related terms using the NOI to the given term “chair”. All 
similarity scores are computed as defined in Definition 4 in section 3.1. The algorithm 
provides the following information: 
  - start nodes:   chair (furnishing): 1.0; chair (person): 1.0; chair (business): 1.0 
  - first step:    armchair (furnishing): 0.97; back (furnishing): 0.96; leg (furnishing): 0.96,… 
  - second step:   furniture (furnishing): 0.56; job (business): 0.49; leader (person): 0.48; … 
In a second step we group these nodes by their domains. According to the NOI of Figure 
3 we have three children of the root node (entity,entity), namely (furniture,furnishing), 
(leader,person) and (job,business). Therefore in our example we have information of 
three different domains. 
  - furnishing: chair 1.0; armchair 0.97; … 
  - person:   chair 1.0; chairman 1.0; … 
  - business:  chair 1.0; position 0.6; … 
In the third step we create for each domain a new elementary query according to the 
given related terms and its similarities provided by the NOI. 
  - Expr1’:    “chair|armchair|back|leg|seat|furniture” 
  - Expr1’’:  “chair|chairman|presiding officer|vice chairman|leader” 
  - Expr1’’’:  “chair|position|professorship|job” 
In the last step we use the element path index (EPI) and the similarity scores from the 
first step to compute a set of result nodes and its local relevance values for each new 
domain-oriented elementary query Expr1’, Expr1’’, and Expr1’’’. 
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A subquery wich is interested in all elements named “title” with content about algo-
rithms for XML written in Java and not written in C++ can be expressed by this expres-
sion:  
       Expr2: “title ~ ‘(java or xml) and algorithm and not c++’” 
In the first step we decompose the complex content condition into a binary (����:		 
where an inner node contains an operator and a leaf node contains a search string.  
In the next step for each search string (leaf node) we call the content ontology index 
(COI) for related terms and their categories. Then, analogously to step 1 and step 2 of 
case I above we group them by their domain. In the fourth step we consider all terms of 
one domain for domain-oriented search. For each search string we combine its related 
terms in a disjunctive manner. For each leaf we use the element content index (ECI) im-
plemented in Oracle9i and its Contains-function to find appropriate elements. For the 
relevance computation for one found element we multiply the COI-based similarity 
score and the ECI-based tf*idf-based similarity score. Finally, we evaluate the Logic-
Tree. 
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Currently ontologies considered as shared conceptualizations of some domain are in-
creasingly seen as the key to further automation of information processing. Although 
many approaches for representing and applying ontologies have already been devised, 
they have not found their way into search engines for querying XML data. In this paper 
we have shown that ontologies using categories and differentiated semantic relationships 



are useful to improve the similarity search on XML data. Our approach is implemented 
in the XXL search engine.  
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